Early sexual experience and stressful conditions affect the response of young ewes to the male.
Exposure of anoestrous ewes to rams induces oestrous cycles (the 'ram effect'). This response is poor in young-sexually naive females, possibly because they lack sexual experience and are sensitive to stress. Firstly, we assessed the conditions required for the acquisition of sexual experience. We exposed naive females at 5 or 9 months of age to rams and subsequently assessed their response at 1 year of age, to the ram effect. Unexpectedly, 2 weeks pre-exposure at 5 months and under some conditions at 9 months, inhibited the ram effect at 1 year of age, suggesting that early contact with rams was stressful and had long-term negative effects on reproduction. Consequently, we assessed the combined effect of stress and sexual experience on responses to the ram effect. At 9 months of age, we pre-exposed naive females using sexually active rams to achieve 'positive' (voluntary contact) or 'negative' (forced contact) experiences, and assessed responses to the ram effect at a year of age. In parallel, we subjected naive females to stressful conditions at the time of the male effect. During pre-exposure, females with 'negative' contact exhibited more vigilance and stress cues and had higher levels of cortisol than 'positive' contact ewes. Regardless of pre-exposure or stress, the response to the ram effect at a year of age was inhibited. These experiments confirm that contact with sexual partners can be stressful to young ewes and highlight the need to consider their emotional state when conditioning them to the presence of rams and when managing breeding programs.